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DNA: basic structure found in all living organisms;

encodes information of life itself; a manual for traits

and features. Its complementary single strands

contain the universal storage for all relevant ge-

netic information. With the right key it is possible to

decipher this code down to the smallest detail. 

Similarly, ROSEN Challenging Pipeline Diagnostics

has the ability to decode the most specific informa-

tion about your challenging pipelines, thus enabling

ROSEN to deliver the all-important data and offer

the knowledge necessary for results management

and optimal operation of your asset. 



The ROSEN Group has delivered inspection and engineering services to onshore and offshore pipeline operators around the world for more than

30 years. Technology, innovation, and service excellence have made ROSEN the leading pipeline inspection provider, with projects in over 120

countries.

Since the introduction of Inline Inspection tools (ILI) more than 50 years ago, there has been a continuous need to develop inspection solutions for

pipelines that are considered ‘unpiggable’. A variety of obstacles can be present in a pipeline, any one of which can prevent the use of conventional

in-line inspection equipment in extreme cases. Often, however, it is a combination of different circumstances relating to the pipeline design, operating

conditions, and/or product properties that cause the successful inspection of a particular pipeline to be a true “challenge”. 

While each challenge is unique, building a specific tool for each solution is not always feasible. In response, the “ROSEN Toolbox” incorporates

complementing units, components, methods and market knowledge, enabling our Solution Officers to devise solutions that optimally address

each challenge. 

The foremost task of an inspection is to provide accurate, reliable and robust data for subsequent integrity assessment. With its global presence, our

Challenging Pipeline Diagnostics Division provides the industry with tailored solutions, backed by ROSEN’s comprehensive technology portfolio.

Decades of developing and deploying optimized sensor technology for the detection and sizing of geometric anomalies, metal loss and cracks gives

us the flexibility to reliably meet your expectations. 

With access to all major testing methodologies, including magnetic flux leakage (MFL), ultrasound (UT), electro-magnetic acoustic transducer (EMAT)

and eddy current (EC) technologies, as well as a full range of propulsion solutions, including free swimming, tethered and robotics, we can provide

the most suitable inspection solution for any type of pipeline. 

The technologies and products ROSEN applies are developed, manufactured, and operated in-house, thereby securing the highest quality of our 

deliverables along the added-value chain.

Hermann Rosen  



The 
Challenge
Your Unpiggable Pipeline



With more than 2 million kilometers of inspected pipelines, ROSEN’s experts are uniquely

equipped to explore solutions aimed at tackling a wide range of challenges. ROSEN’s experi-

enced Solution Officers will visit your facilities and meet face-to-face with the personnel di-

rectly responsible for operating the pipeline, review and assess available information, and

propose the best possible solution together with rated alternatives.

When working closely with our customers it often becomes clear that it is not simply one hur-

dle that prevents the use of readily available inspection equipment and technologies. More

often the complication lies in the combination of various circumstances that must be ad-

dressed. Although challenges vary from one pipeline to the next, the most common include: 

Access or passage restrictions related to pipeline design, e.g. bends, length, T’s or miss-

ing launchers and receivers, etc.

Condition of the pipeline, e.g. pressure, flow, cleanliness, etc.

Properties of the product being transported, e.g. temperature, multi-phase, etc.

It is the detailed analysis of each challenging pipeline, be it onshore or offshore, that enables

us to define the optimal solution, successfully inspect the pipeline, manage time constraints,

and project costs, while delivering the highest quality data sets possible under demanding

operating conditions.



Our Approach

The 
Solution



Our goal is to develop specialized solutions that not only give operators the means

to have the pipeline inspected, but also to provide a comprehensive integrity 

assessment if required. The unique ROSEN Inspection Toolbox allows us to be

flexible and provide fast results in the form of tailored solutions that address and

solve specific challenges.

The expertise of ROSEN’s Solution Officers is built on more than three decades of

company experience in the in-line inspection business, providing them with a

wealth of knowledge and an understanding of the special requirements of suc-

cessfully inspecting “challenging” pipelines. An understanding that goes beyond

the issues of accessibility, negotiability and propulsion to also address all aspects

of pipeline preparation, cleaning, tool tracking, risk mitigation and professional

project management.

Our solutions are designed around technologies developed in-house and are

tailored to each individual application, or using new developments and innovations

tailored to the individual situation. With other options available, typical solutions

are based on devices such as:

Free swimming

Tethered

Bi-directional

Robotic/self-propelled

and combined with suitable sensors based on various technologies, such as:

MFL

UT

EC

EMAT

Having a clear understanding and awareness of the value of pipeline assets, various

fail-safe mechanisms are incorporated into our tool designs while preparing the 

solution. This is a critical element of our solutions and ensures that every component

that goes into the pipeline will also come out.

During the inspection of pipelines, the run itself is of critical importance – it is,

however, merely one element in a chain of events that represent a successful

service execution. The true value lies in collecting high quality data. The ROSEN

Challenging Pipeline Diagnostics Division ensures the best possible inspection 

results by considering the data collection processes from the outset of the develop-

ment of each solution.



For over 30 years ROSEN has provided reliable inspection solutions to pipeline operators throughout the world. Partnering with ROSEN, closely

working with our experienced personnel and performing successful inspections will help you to achieve your objectives, by:

• Maximizing pipeline uptime and sustaining or even increasing product throughput

• Meeting applicable safety standards and regulations

• Managing public perception

• Extending  lifetime 

• Safeguarding the environment

• Optimizing maintenance processes and streamlining OPEX

Having applied the adequate inspection solution translates into optimizing costs and thereby enabling you to keep control of your maintenance budget.

This is our way of creating ultimate value for our customers. Making ROSEN the most reliable, competitive and flexible solutions provider: A Partner

you can trust.

Your Gain

The 
Benefit



For more than 30 years, ROSEN has provided reliable inspection solu-

tions to pipeline operators throughout the world. Partnering with

ROSEN, working closely with our experienced personnel, and performing

successful inspections will help you to achieve your objectives by:

Maximizing pipeline uptime and sustaining or even increasing

product throughput

Meeting applicable safety standards and regulations

Managing public perception

Extending  asset lifetime 

Safeguarding the environment

Optimizing maintenance processes and streamlining OPEX

Applying an adequate inspection solution translates into optimizing

costs, thereby enabling you to retain control of your maintenance

budget. This is our way of creating ultimate value for our customers,

and another reason that ROSEN is the most reliable, competitive and

flexible solutions provider – a partner you can trust.



Contact
challengingdiagnostics@rosen-group.com 

Your ROSEN
Group
worldwide

More than 2,000,000 kilometers of pipeline inspected

3 decades of experience

7 technology and research centers developing new technologies

90% employees with technical backgrounds



www.rosen-group.com

www.rosen-group.com


